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CS Odessa helps Visio users switch to the Mac
Published on 07/15/07
CS Odessa announces the release of ConceptDraw 7.1, a new version of its popular vector
drawing and diagramming software package. New version intended to strengthen ConceptDraw
position as primary Visio replacement on Mac OS X platform.
Odessa, Ukraine, July 15, 2007 - CS Odessa announces the release of ConceptDraw 7.1, a
new
version of its popular vector drawing and diagramming software package. New version
intended to strengthen ConceptDraw position as primary Visio replacement on Mac OS X
platform.
ConceptDraw 7 is an application that makes preparing of professional business graphics
effortless for people who do not have advanced drawing skills. Organization charts,
flowcharts, business graphics as well as network and database diagrams are just a few of
the many tasks ConceptDraw 7 can easily handle.
Most advanced Visio features such as intelligent objects, built in basic scripting
language and shapes custom properties could be found in ConceptDraw 7.1. This release has
added Table View the equivalent of Visio powerful ShapeSheet function which is used to
construct intelligent shapes or provide them with custom behavior. Visio XML support also
included to provide handy files exchange with Visio users.
"ConceptDraw 7.1 has cross-platform compatibility and according to our new EULA can be
used on one Macintosh and one Windows computer or on single computer with cross-platform
environment. That helps organizations and individuals, who wants to migrate to Macintosh
environment, and make it safely and with minimum costs," – said Oleg Bocharnikov, Head
of Product Management Department for CS Odessa.
You can read more information and download Free Trial version at <a
href="http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/products/cd5/main.php?utm_source=cd7&utm_medium=
prls&utm_content=mac">
www.conceptdraw.com </a>
ConceptDraw 7 Professional is available at the price of US$299 in ConceptDraw <a
href="http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/purchase/cd5/main.php?utm_source=cd7&utm_medium
=prls&utm_content=mac">
Web Store </a>.
Owners of earlier versions can upgrade at for only US$149 at <a
href="http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/purchase/cd5/upgrade.php?utm_source=cd7&utm_medi
um=prls&utm_content=mac">
here </a>.
ABOUT CONCEPTDRAW PRODUCTIVITY LINE
The ConceptDraw product line for Macintosh and Windows is comprised of ConceptDraw 7,
diagramming and drawing software; ConceptDraw MINDMAP, a brainstorming tool that uses
standard mind mapping techniques to help organize ideas and tasks; ConceptDraw Project,
professional project management software; ConceptDraw WebWave, software for creating
professional diagrams and drawings on the stage of website or application prototyping and
design, page mocking-up and site-mapping; ConceptDraw NetDiagrammer for network and
system
design.
Website:
http://conceptdraw.com
Product URL:
http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/products/cd5/main.php
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Direct Download Link:
http://www.conceptdraw.com/scripts/resources/dwndtrial_cd.php?cd_banner&prod=cd_pro&lan
g=en&platf=win
Purchase Link:
http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/purchase/cd5/main.php
Screenshot:
http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/products/cd5/screenshot_tour.php

Founded in 1993, Computer Systems Odessa supplies cross-platform productivity tools and
graphics technologies to professional and corporate users. With headquarters in Odessa,
Ukraine and an office in California, USA; CS Odessa sells products internationally through
resellers in over 25 countries. The ConceptDraw Productivity Line of products has won
numerous awards (http://www.conceptdraw.com) and is used by hundreds of thousands of
people all over the world.
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